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Box 1. Do chimpanzees use human social-communicative

cues?

All primates tested, including chimpanzees, are universally poor at

finding hidden food using human social-communicative behaviors

(i.e. the same tasks used with dogs), with the exception of some

individuals raised with humans; [50,51]. It takes dozens of trials for

primates to learn to use such information when provided by a

helpful human or conspecific [52,53]. And even when one cue is

mastered, chimpanzees do not generalize these skills when novel

cues are available that closely resemble the one they previously

learned [54,55].

This difficulty for primates and especially chimpanzees is some-

thing of amystery. Chimpanzees, in particular, seem to havemany of

the requisite skills to solve such a problem, as demonstrated in other

cognitive tasks. For example, in several other situations, chimpan-

zees appear to be capable of assessing what another individual can

see – including following their gaze direction to objects hidden from

their immediate view [46,56,57]. Chimpanzees also seem capable of

drawing inferences from others’ goal-directed actions. For example,
Domestic dogs are unusually skilled at reading human

social and communicative behavior – even more so than

our nearest primate relatives. For example, they use

human social and communicative behavior (e.g. a

pointing gesture) to find hidden food, and they know

what the human can and cannot see in various situ-

ations. Recent comparisons between canid species

suggest that these unusual social skills have a heritable

component and initially evolved during domestication

as a result of selection on systems mediating fear and

aggression towards humans. Differences in chimpanzee

and human temperament suggest that a similar process

may have been an important catalyst leading to the

evolution of unusual social skills in our own species. The

study of convergent evolution provides an exciting

opportunity to gain further insights into the evolution-

ary processes leading to human-like forms of coopera-

tion and communication.

Almost everywhere there are people there are dogs. And
although most people like dogs, very few have found them
interesting from a scientific perspective. A notable excep-
tion was Charles Darwin, who found them very interest-
ing, and indeed launched the Origin of Species [1] with a
flurry of examples describing variability in domesticated
animals, including dogs, because nowhere can descent
with modification be more clearly seen than in familiar
domestic species [2].

Only recently it has been discovered that dogs are
interesting to science for another reason. It appears that
dogs have evolved specialized skills for reading human
social and communicative behavior [3,4]. These skills
seem more flexible – and possibly more human-like – than
those of other animals more closely related to humans
phylogentically, such as chimpanzees, bonobos and other
great apes. This raises the possibility that convergent
evolution has occurred: both Canis familiaris and Homo
sapiens might have evolved some similar (although
obviously not identical) social-communicative skills – in
both cases adapted for certain kinds of social and
communicative interactions with human beings. Cases of
convergent evolution potentially provide a unique oppor-
tunity for making inferences regarding how heritable
traits evolve. If two distantly related species share a
similar trait, it is possible that these similar traits arose
independently via a similar evolutionary process. Indeed,
recent comparative work with canids and primates
supports the hypothesis that dogs’ social skills represent
a case of convergent evolution with humans. This
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comparative work has begun to identify the selection
pressures that drove the evolution of these skills, and,
further, suggests that a similar process played a role in
shaping human social skills as well.

Human-like social skills in dogs?

The test is simple.Hide a piece of food or an attractive object
in one of several opaque containers, and then lookat orpoint
to that location in an attempt to help the subject find the
hidden object. Human infants find this task trivially easy
from around 14months of age, as they are just beginning to
learn language [5]. However, perhaps surprisingly, chim-
panzees, so impressive in solving so many other social
problems, show little skill in using such social-communi-
cative behaviors to solve this task (see Box 1). Meanwhile,
give domestic dogs a crack at it and they show impressive
flexibility in solving the same problem [6,7].

Who is the master of human behavior?

In initial studies [6–10], experimenters set up situations
in which a human hid food in one of several locations and
then gave a cue to the dog to indicate where the food was
hidden (see Figure 1) – using control procedures to ensure
that subjects could not locate the food without using the
cue provided (e.g. by smell). Across all the studies, the
results showed that most dogs were able to use several
different behaviors to locate the hidden food at above
chance levels: (i) a human pointing to the target location
(including ‘distal pointing’ in which the experimenter
stands over a meter away from the target and points in its
direction using her cross-lateral hand); (ii) a human
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they react differently to actions that occurred accidentally and those

performed on purpose [58,59].
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Figure 1. Dogs are more skilled than chimpanzees at using human behavioral cues

(e.g. pointing) to find hidden food. In the basic test an experimenter places food so

that the dog sitting across from her does not know in which cup it is hidden. Then

the experimenter points in the direction of the correct cup and lets the dog choose a

cup.
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gazing to the target location (dog sees either the head turn
or a static head looking towards a location); (iii) a human
bowing or nodding to the target location; and (iv) a human
placing a marker in front of the target location (a totally
novel communicative cue). The dogs were even able to do
the task correctly when the human walked towards the
wrong container while pointing in the opposite direction to
the correct container. In addition, dogs performed equally
well whether cues were provided by conspecifics or
humans. And in all of these cases, the dogs used the
behaviors effectively from their very first trials, showing
that they already possessed the required skills before the
experiment. In many of these tests, over two-thirds of the
dogs were significantly above chance as individuals.

In a direct comparison of chimpanzees and dogs,
subjects of both species were given the ‘novel block’ cue
(where the human gets the animal’s attention and
conspicuously places a block on the target container); the
dogs performedmuch better than chimpanzees tested [11].
In other studies, dogs have performed well in this task
even when they only see the block placed initially and it is
removed before they make their choice – demonstrating
that they are not just attracted to the block itself [12].
With respect to gaze cues, dogs – like human infants but
unlike chimpanzees [13] – only use the human head and
eye direction cue to locate hidden food if the person is
gazing directly at one of two possible hiding locations; they
ignore a human’s gaze if the person stares into space above
the correct hiding location [14]. This suggests that dogs
discriminate human communicative behaviors from other
behaviors, in ways similar to human infants.
More than behavior reading?

Another line of research has demonstrated that dogs know
what humans can see in other contexts. For example, if a
human throws a ball for the dog to fetch and then turns his
back, the dog almost always brings the ball back around
his body to drop it in front of his face [6,15] In addition,
when dogs are forced to choose between two humans with
food, they prefer to beg from a human whose head and
eyes are visible and are not covered with either a blindfold
www.sciencedirect.com
or a bucket [16–18] – something that chimpanzees do not
do spontaneously [19]. Dogs are also more likely to avoid
approaching forbidden food when a human’s eyes are open
than when they are closed [20] – again, something that
chimpanzees do not do spontaneously [19,21]. Moreover,
dogs even avoid approaching forbidden food when they are
behind a large barrier with the food in front of a small
window (and the human on the other side of the barrier).
That is, in this situation dogs make the decision not to
approach the food at a moment when they cannot see the
human and the human cannot see them, apparently
projecting what the human can see through the small
window [22]. In addition, in the case of one particular
border collie, when its owner tells him to fetch using a
novel word (‘The dax!’) he reliably retrieves a novel toy
instead of a familiar one whose name he already knows
(e.g. a ball) [23]– a kind of reasoning by exclusion (if she
had wanted the ball she would have asked for ‘The ball’ –
so the ‘dax’ must be the other one). Such social inferences
have only been demonstrated previously for language
learning in human children [23] (although see [24]).
Finally, dogs who witness a human or conspecific demon-
strator solving simple instrumental and detour tasks are
quicker andmore successful at those tasks than other dogs
who have not witnessed the demonstration [25–29].

A social specialization?

One of the things that makes these findings so fascinating
is that, relative to other animals, dogs do not seem to
show special flexibility in other, non-social domains. For
example, dogs are unable to infer the location of a hidden
object based on the trajectory of a hider’s movements and
the results of their own previous searches [30]. When dogs
are directly compared with primates in their ability to do
such things as make inferences about the location of
hidden food based on non-social cues – for example, seeing
one board lying flat and another tilted up as if something
were under it – they fail miserably in comparison with
non-human great apes (Bräuer et al., unpublished). Also,
dogs fail means–end tasks that require them to avoid
pulling a string that is not connected to food in favor of one
that is connected to the food [31] – a task most primates
solve easily [32]. It seems therefore that the skills dogs
have shown represent a specifically social specialization.

Convergent cognitive evolution in dogs and humans?

The fact that domestic dogs possess certain human-like
social skills that non-human apes do not raises the
question of their origin. Could it be that the similarities
between dogs and humans represent a case of convergent
cognitive evolution? There are three obvious explanations,
and they have been explored by comparing the use of basic
human social-communicative behaviors (i.e. a pointing or
gaze cue directed to the location of a hidden object; see
Figure 1) both within and between various canid species.

Is good rearing everything?

The most straightforward explanation for domestic dogs’
special social skills with humans is that they grow up with
humans and learn from them; that is, there is a kind of
‘enculturation’ similar to that proposed to explain the
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Box 2. The Siberian domestication experiments

In 1959, Dr Dmitry Balyaev and his colleagues in Siberia began one of

the longest running experiments in history with the goal of studying

the behavioral genetics of domestication [60]. Since the start of the

experiment two separate populations of foxes (Vulpes vulpes) have

been maintained (and the same was done for rats, mink and otters).

An experimental population was selectively bred based on a single

criterion – whether they fearlessly and non-aggressively approached

a human. The second population was maintained as a control and

has been bred randomly in respect to their behavior towards

humans [61,62].

Based on this single selection criterion, behavioral, physiological

and morphological changes were observed in the experimental fox

population that were not observed in control foxes (see fox photos in

Figure 2). As would be predicted, experimental foxes show little fear

and aggression towards humans [63]. This reduction in aggressive-

ness and fear is probably due to attenuated activity of the pituitary–

adrenal axis. The common pool of circulating glucocorticoids, their

in vitro production, the basal level of the adrenocorticotrophic

hormone (ACTH), and the adrenal response to stress were all

reduced in the experimental foxes relative to the controls [64].

Subsequently, the activities of the serotonin, noradrenaline and

dopamine transmitter systems in specific brain regions that are

implicated in the regulation of emotional-defensive responses have

also been altered in the experimental foxes [65,66]. Finally, and

perhaps most surprising, the domesticated foxes have a higher

frequency of floppy ears, short or curly tails, depigmentation of hair,

extended reproductive seasons, as well as changes in the size and

shape of the crania and dentition [61,62,67].
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unusual cognitive abilities of apes raised by humans [33].
This hypothesis predicts that the ability to read human
social behavior should develop over a dog’s lifetime and
should vary depending on the amount of exposure a dog
has had to humans. However, a cross-sectional compari-
son of puppies found that different age groups did not
differ in their ability to use a human pointing or gaze cue;
even puppies as young as nine weeks old were nearly
perfect in the basic tests. In addition, when a group of
puppies in an obedience class was compared with a group
of litter-reared puppies (i.e. with relatively little exposure
to humans) in their ability to use the same pointing and
gazing cues, both groups were equally skilled at using
the cues. These findings do not support the hypothesis
that dogs need unusual amounts of exposure to humans
(e.g. relative to most primates tested) to learn to read
human social and communicative behavior [11].

A wolf in dog’s clothing?

A second candidate hypothesis invokes the canid ancestry
of dogs. Dogs evolved multiple times from Old World
wolves [34–38], and as wolves are social pack hunters they
need to read the social behavior of their fellow hunters as
well as prey [8,38]. This hypothesis would suggest that the
social skills dogs exhibit are simply inherited through
common descent with the wolf. However, two independent
studies have found that wolves reared by humans are not
as skilled as dogs in using human social behaviors to find
hidden food [11,39]. In addition, when human-reared dogs
and wolves were both presented with an impossible task
(opening a locked box with food inside) the dogs almost
immediately gave up and directed their gaze alternately
between the human and the box, whereas wolves
continued to try to solve the task on their own until the
test ended [39]. This is not to say that dogs are more
skilled than wolves in all domains. Studies comparing
wolves and dogs on simple non-social problem solving or
memory tasks typically find that wolves perform as well if
not better than dogs [11,40–42]. Overall, these compari-
sons do not support the hypothesis that dogs inherited
their social skills directly from wolves.

A domestic product?

This leaves the possibility that dogs’ social skills evolved
during the process of domestication; that is, during the
tens of thousands of years that our two species have lived
together. But if such evolution took place, how would one
test for such a possibility – and, most importantly, what
might have been the selection pressures that drove such
evolutionary change? Luckily, dogs are not the only
domesticated canids. A unique population of foxes has
also been experimentally domesticated (see Box 2). During
the process of domestication individual foxes were selected
for breeding based solely on their tendency to approach
humans fearlessly and non-aggressively. When fox kits
from this domesticated population were compared with
age-matched dog puppies on the basic pointing and gaze-
following tests, the foxes were as skilled as the dogs in
using the human social cues. In addition, when compared
with a population of control foxes that were bred randomly
in respect to their approach towards humans, the domestic
www.sciencedirect.com
foxes were more skilled than the controls at using human
social cues (although there was no difference between the
two populations in a non-social task). Crucially, neither
population of foxes was bred or tested for their ability to
use human communicative gestures or behaviors. There-
fore, these findings confirm the likelihood that dogs’
unusual ability to read human social-communicative
behaviors evolved during the process of domestication,
and in addition identify a selection pressure that is likely
to have played a role in driving the evolution: selection
against fear and aggression towards humans [43]. Such
selection probably occurred as, for example, wolves began
exploiting the niche created by refuse in and around
human settlements [38].
Emotional evolution

Taken together, these comparative findings suggest that
the unusual social skills of dogs arose as a result of
domestication and represent a case of convergent evolu-
tion with humans (i.e. similar derived traits in distantly
related species; see Figure 2). Perhaps most surprisingly,
research with domesticated foxes suggests that dogs’ skills
for reading human social-communicative behavior might
have initially evolved as an incidental by-product of
selection for tame behavior (i.e. just like floppy ears,
etc.). That is, it may be that dogs’ specialized social
problem-solving skills first appeared after systems medi-
ating fear and aggression evolved, systems that are
typically not thought of as cognitive systems at all
(see Box 2). Once this initial evolution occurred so that
dogs were motivated to apply inherited cognitive abilities
(i.e. ‘reading’ conspecific behavior; [6]) to solve a new set of
social problems involving humans, the variance in these
cognitive abilities might have come under direct selection,
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Figure 2. Comparative studies suggest that a set of derived social skills in domesticated canids and in humans are convergent and initially evolved by selection on systems

mediating fear and aggression (figure not drawn to scale).
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for example, in contexts such as herding or hunting that
require cooperation and communication with humans
(although currently there is little evidence for this second
selection event). However, if such cognitive evolution
occurred, it would not have been possible without the
initial selection on systems controlling emotional reactiv-
ity, which placed dogs in a new adaptive space in which
they were able to interact with humans as comfortably as
with conspecifics.
Implications for human cognitive evolution

This recent comparative work suggests that human-like
social intelligence could initially have evolved, not as an
adaptation, but rather as a by-product of selection on
seemingly unrelated social-emotional systems – perhaps
supported primarily by limbic and endocrine systems
rather than the neocortex. Is there any evidence to suggest
that humans’ social and communicative abilities might
have begun to evolve in this way? One prediction of this
‘emotional reactivity’ hypothesis is that the social
problem-solving of non-human great apes should be highly
constrained by their temperament.
Can temperament constrain problem solving?

Support for the hypothesis that changes in temperament
paved the way for further social-cognitive evolution in
humans comes from studies of chimpanzee cooperation.
The basic finding is that cooperation among chimpanzees
is highly constrained by levels of inter-individual toler-
ance (i.e. probably controlled by systems mediating fear
and aggression). For example, without any training
chimpanzees will cooperate to pull ropes together to
retrieve a heavy box of food. However, chimpanzees are
only willing to do this if: (i) the food is sharable, (ii) the
www.sciencedirect.com
partners are out of each others’ reach, and (iii) the
partners have shared food previously in a similar context.
If such social criteria are not met, then chimpanzees will
not cooperate [44]. It seems from such tests that unless the
conditions are right subordinate chimpanzees are simply
not willing to risk being attacked by intolerant dominants,
and dominants are not able to control their aggression
towards subordinates trying to obtain food – even if it
means they will never receive any food.

Further support for a role for emotional reactivity
comes from the fact that chimpanzees spontaneously
exploit the social behaviors of others when competing for
food [45,46] – a context in which chimpanzees seem
particularly engaged (i.e. it is motivating when someone
else might eat my food!). For example, chimpanzees
demonstrate spontaneous food-finding behavior when
they see a human who has previously established a
competitive relationship with them, reaching unsuccess-
fully towards a potential food location in an apparent
attempt to obtain hidden food. However, if the same
chimpanzees see a helpful human pointing to the hidden
location (i.e. morphologically similar to reaching towards
it), they do not use the gesture to locate the food [45].
Therefore, it could be that chimpanzees do not demon-
strate human-like skills in using communicative gestures
because they lack a human-like temperament for sharing
information (see Box 1).
Human intelligence requires human temperament

Recent research with chimpanzees seems to suggest that a
prerequisite for flexible forms of human cooperation and
communication is a human-like temperament (Figure 2).
In fact, the evolution of the human temperament might
necessarily have preceded the evolution of more complex
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Box 3. Questions for future research

† What, if anything, do dogs understand about the unobservable

mental life of others? There is evidence that dogs are capable of

making some simple social inferences, but are they making these

inferences based on an understanding of others psychological states

(i.e. perceptual, desire or belief states)? For example, what do dogs

really understand about the individual helping them to find food? Do

they understand these communicative behaviors as intentional?

† There is currently no direct evidence for the emotional reactivity

hypothesis from experiments with dogs (i.e. it is the work with foxes

that suggests the hypothesis). In addition, there is no evidence that

selection acted directly on social problem-solving skills in dogs. How

can this be tested? One potential test would be a comparison of

social skills in domestic dog breeds found to be more genetically

wolf-like and those shown to be genetically less wolf-like [37]. Less

genetically wolf-like dogs (especially working breeds) should have

different temperaments and use human communicative behaviors

more flexibly than more genetically wolf-like dogs (i.e. both groups

are domesticated but the genetic difference between the two groups

could be partially due to direct selection on the social cognition of

the less wolf-like breeds).

† In humans, did temperament evolve before more sophisticated

forms of social cognition? One further way to test this hypothesis is

to examine individual differences in social problem-solving with

respect to temperament. Are individuals with certain types of

temperaments (in both humans and dogs) more or less skilled

than others at solving social problems?
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forms of human social cognition (e.g. a more sophisticated
theory of others’ behavior or mental states would be of
little use when cooperating if individuals are rarely able to
share the rewards of joint effort). It is only after the
human temperament evolved that variation in more
complex forms of communicative and cooperative beha-
viors could have been shaped by evolution into the unique
forms of cooperative cognition present in our species today.
Following this line of reasoning, one might seriously
entertain the hypothesis that an important first step in
the evolution of modern human societies was a kind of self-
domestication (selection on systems controlling emotional
reactivity) in which a human-like temperament was
selected (e.g. individuals within a social group either
killed or ostracized those who were over-aggressive or
despotic; [47–49]). Thus, like domestic dogs, this selection
for tamer emotional reactivity put our hominid ancestors
in a new adaptive space within which modern human-like
forms of social interaction and communication could be
selected for [49].

Summary

It would seem that our canine companions have come to
join in the human conversation in some unique and telling
ways. The abilities that enable them to do this – parti-
cularly those relating to ‘reading’ human communicative
behavior – evolved, at least initially, as a by-product of
domestication and converge with those found in our own
species. Further investigations into the ways in which
dogs do and do not communicate with humans – and how
they come to have their special social skills – provide us
with an exciting opportunity to gain further insight into
the evolutionary processes leading to human-style cooper-
ative interactions and communication (see also Box 3).
These insights should then continue to inform compari-
sons between humans and our nearest primate relatives
www.sciencedirect.com
that aim to identify not only unique forms of human
communication, cooperation and culture but also the
processes by which they evolved.
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